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SERVICES, OPTIONS & COSTS
 On-going Monthly Prophetic Prayer and Intercession
Our goal in the on-going monthly intercession and prayer is designed to function as a part of your
support team, cheering you on and agreeing with heaven for His best for you in all things. Strategic
intercession is like the “air force” team that goes ahead of the ground troops, clearing the way for
you to do all that He has called you to do, and to take and possess the land He has given.
Each hour of prayer includes a variety of levels from our Directors prayer that takes place each
month—this takes on a more Apostolic Governmental Prayer—to our David's Mighty Men prayer, a
highly trained strategic team of intercessors, as well as your own personal highly skilled prophetic
prayer team. All of this is captured in a full and comprehensive summary report highlighting all that
was prayed through, and received on your behalf each month. The report is sent to you at the end of
each month for your review.
Our contracts are based on a month-to-month billing and can be increased or decreased as the need
arises. Here is a summary of the services that are provided for and included in each hour or prayer:
 Directors Corporate Prayer each month covering significant Apostolic Governmental issues on
a broader scale that may be affecting you personally, or have the potential to affect/impact
you.
 David's Mighty Men Prayer from a highly trained strategic prayer force providing overarching
prayer coverage.
 Your own personal full hour of prayer from your own highly trained, strategic prayer team.
 A prophetic advisory team who are available to give input to the company generally as well as
are consulted on specific areas of need for you should the need arise.
 A pastoral care team that provides specific prayer coverage to your team as they pray and
minister to you. This team is available as a support, encouragement to your team for extra
input and insight, as well as help maintain a healthy, vibrant, highly trained and cared for group
of amazing people who pray!
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 On-going training via seminars and teaching for your team.
 A full and comprehensive report each month including highlights from the Director's
Governmental Prayer, as well as a report from your own personal team with words of
encouragement, life, and a summary of all the Lord accomplished and released in their time
together in prayer for you. Many of our clients feel that the reports are one of the best parts of
the month, and they look forward to receiving what the team was getting, and how the Lord
has led them to pray!

 Prophetic Coaching Calls
A Prophetic Coaching call would take place with one of our Director's or Prophetic Coaching team
and would be a one on one call for specific targeted input or council and prayer. Coaching calls are
billed per hour and are generally booked in one hour increments. These can also be a powerful time
of revelation and obtaining keys to blockages, strongholds, and gaining understanding and
perspective on a deeper level as to where you are now, and where the Lord is leading.

 Half-Day Assessment/Call
A Half-Day (3 hour) Assessment call involves 2 people, Apostolic and Prophetic, who would begin (or
complete based on the complexity) the process as listed above. That would take place over a
recorded conference call and a full transcription and report is available upon request.

 Full Day Assessment
A Full Day Assessment is a comprehensive and detailed process and review, focusing on a variety of
areas that significantly impact all God has called you to do. The assessment involves a team of 4
people, Apostolic and Prophetic, who in examining the foundation will be looking for and clarifying if
needed, the original mandate and God-birthed seed, the process of the birthing of the vision,
relevant birthright and title deed issues (both personal and corporate), identifying possible or
potential fault lines, generation issues that could be impacting the current mandate, any strongholds
at work and so on.
It is a very intense but powerful time together where Holy Spirit unlocks things through a variety of
keys. We are contending for the original vision, recognizing and removing anything that may be
hindering the assignment and/or limiting the full release of what God has purposed and planned. It is
a very powerful time of revelation and renewal, bringing forth by grace, much freedom and fruit.
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Generally this takes place between 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., with the option of going into the
evening or the next day, as required.
A full written report is included.

If you have any questions on any of the above, or would like additional information, please just let us
know. We are happy to help in whatever ways we can, and to serve our clients as a strength and
support in all that He has called them to!
Blessings, blessings to you!

Sharon
Sharon Curtis-Gerlach
President and CEO

Divine Exchange Inc.

www.divineexchange.ca
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